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EDITOR’S FOREWORD

In 1983 I compiled a “Selected Bibliography, Holy Cross in the U.S.A.,” under the direction of Fr. Jim Connelly, C.S.C. That document was then housed in the library collection of the University of Notre Dame, as well as other archives and libraries of Holy Cross institutions. More than twenty years later the time seemed right to update and expand that initial work, and this 2006 edition of the bibliography represents the fruit of that effort.

The lion’s share of the work on this edition was done by my Graduate Assistant, Sean Agniel (M.Div. ’07), who deserves our hearty collective thanks for the care and thoroughness with which he approached the task. Thanks as well to my G.A. Marty Roers (M.Div. ’08) for additions and corrections made in 2007. We are also indebted to Jackie Dougherty of the Indiana Province Archives, who endeavored to update the original work in the early 1990s. Finally, thanks to the archivists of several Holy Cross provinces and congregations for their cooperation.

The work before you has some limitations and idiosyncrasies. For one, in undertaking the revision our intention was to focus only on published works pertaining to any aspect of the history of the Holy Cross family of congregations and related institutions and apostolates. In this regard I have some confidence that the bibliography is as complete as possible. But, in addition, this bibliography does include a number of other materials suggested by various sources, e.g. typed manuscripts, dissertations, unpublished addresses etc., and no claims to comprehensiveness are made for these. Of particular note among these unpublished materials are the papers presented at the annual Holy Cross History Conferences, begun in 1982 by Jim Connelly, C.S.C. These papers are included here by category; a complete year-by-year index is online at <http://www.nd.edu/~mconnors/25years-HCHistory.pdf>. The repository for the conference papers is the Archives of the Sisters of the Holy Cross at St. Mary’s, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Secondly, there is the matter of the locations recorded for the various materials. Due to the widely varying conditions of community archives, these lists of locations are very incomplete. If the text indicates that a particular source is to be found in a particular archive, one may be reasonably sure that it will be found there. But the reverse is not true, i.e., if there is no indication that an archive holds that source, this does not indicate with certainty that it is not to be found there.

Note that an even more extensive bibliography (c. 1995, compiled by Jackie Dougherty) of sources related to the history of Holy Cross is available in hard copy from the Archives of the Sisters of the Holy Cross at St. Mary’s, Notre Dame, Indiana. (Contact Sr. Kathryn Callahan, CSC, at <kcallahan@cscsisters.org>.) Composed of bibliographies assembled separately by the Marianite Sisters of Holy Cross, the Sisters of the Holy Cross of Indiana, the Sisters of Holy Cross of Canada, and the U.S. and Canadian provinces of the men’s societies, that work includes a large number of unpublished personal and community materials.
Readers, researchers and archivists are warmly encouraged to send me additions, corrections and suggestions for this work, which I will try to update periodically. I hope this may prove useful in the larger project of furthering our understanding of Holy Cross history.

Mike Connors, C.S.C.
University of Notre Dame
I. FOUNDERS

REVEREND JACQUES DUJARIE

Bergeron, Henri-Paul, CSC. Jacques Dujaríe, 1767-1838. Translated by Edward Dailey, CSC. Pp. 133. TMs. [IP; EB].


Dujarié, Jacques, CSC. Paroles prononcées dans la Chapelle des religieuses de la Providence, à Ruillé-sur-Loir, le 16 juillet 1938, pour commémorer le centième anniversaire de la mort de leur fondateur. Pp. 18. [CP].


Madden, Mary Roger, SP. “Providence and the Cross — Jacques Francois Dujarié (1767–1838).” Holy Cross History Conference, 2004. TMs. [SHCA].

Marsollier, Raymonde, CSC. "Ruille sur Loir - Father Jacques Dujarié." 1984. Pp. 5. TMs. [IP; EB; CF]. Historical presentation of Dujarié and his times.
O’Dwyer, Ephrem, CSC. *The Curé of Ruillé*. Notre Dame, IN: Ave Maria Press, 1941. Pp. 268. [IP; SHCA; CP; CF; ND; MP; UP; MS; EB; SE].
A history of Dujarie.

Account that sets Dujarie firmly in context of his time, with map and historical chart.


Collection of documents on life and work of J. Dujarié.
REVEREND BASIL MOREAU


Barrosse, Thomas, CSC. "Basil Moreau, Apostle." Pp. 5. TMs. [EB].


Barrosse, Thomas, CSC. "Liturgical Piety and Holy Cross Spirituality." Pp. 16. TMs. [EB, CP].


Extracted from the original document.


Bransby, Elmo, CSC. "Father Moreau as Servant." Pp. 3. TMs. [EB].


Cousineau, Albert-F., CSC. Documents biographiques et spirituels. Typescript. [CP].

Creek, Mary Immaculate, CSC. The Cross Against the Sky. South Bend, IN: Fides Publishers, 1949. [IP].

A children's story of Fr. Moreau.


Sermon preached at centenary celebration of the founding of Congregation of Holy Cross, Notre Dame, Indiana, June 29, 1937.


Giallanza, Joel, CSC. Eight Days With the Spiritual Heritage of Basil Moreau. Austin, TX: South-West Province, Brothers of Holy Cross, 1990. Pp. 57. [CP; SHCA].
Reflections, readings and questions of Father Moreau on his circular letters and Constitutions.

Giallanza, Joel, CSC. "Moreau Readings." Pp. 39. TMs. [EB; SHCA].
Readings from Moreau's Circular Letters.

Giallanza, Joel, CSC. "Moreau's Sense of Mission." Pp. 8. TMs. [EB; CF].


Lalande, Sister M.Graziella, CSC. *Basile Moreau: Choix de textes*. Saint-Laurent, Canada. 7 booklets. [CP].


Moreau, Basile-Antoine, CSC. Excerpts from "Christian Education". Translated by Edmund Hunt, CSC. Edited by Franklin Cullen, CSC, and Donald Blauvelt, CSC. Austin, TX: Brothers of Holy Cross. Pp. xi+43.


Moreau, Basile-Antoine, CSC. "First Draft of Constitutions for the Nascent Congregation of the Brothers of St. Joseph in America." Notre Dame du Lac, IN, 1846. Copy. TMs. [EB].

Moreau, Basile-Antoine, CSC. Fleurs spirituelles, cueillies dans les lettres du très révérend père Basile-Antoine Moreau, fondateur de la Congrégation de Sainte-Coix. 1926. Pp. 60. [CP].


Moreau, Charles, CSC. *The Very Reverend Father Basil Anthony Mary Moreau, Priest of Le Mans and His Works*. Paris: Firmin Didot, 1900. [CP; CF; M; IP; EP; MS; EB; SM]. An English translation based on 1923 abridgment of the 1900 original.


Mullahy, Bernard, CSC. "Conferences on Father Moreau's Spirituality." 1943. TMs. Pp. 45. [IP, SHCA; CF].
A collection of Lenten conferences.


Essays and reflections, some in French, some in English.

[CP].


Pp. xv. [CP].

[CP].

Vanier, Philéas, CSC. Processus informativus super fama sanctiatis, virtutum et miraculorum:

Vanier, Philéas, CSC. Le très révérend père Moreau, d’après ses écrits, ses correspondants et les
documents de l’époque (1799-1835): recueil documentaire. Publication de

Typescript and manuscript. [CP].

"The Very Reverend Basil Anthony Moreau, C.S.C., Articles on His Life and Teaching."
Nine essays by students and faculty of Holy Cross College.

Voisin, G. Histoire de l’origine et des progrès de l’Association et Congrégation de Notre-Dame
de Sainte-Croix. Le Mans, 1853. Pp. 329. Typescript and manuscript. [CP].
MARY OF THE SEVEN DOLORS (LEOCADIE GASCOIN)


Caron, Lucie, CSC. "Mère Marie des Sept-Douleurs". L’Oeuvre des tracts, no 70, 1924. Pp. 16. [CP].


Gascoin, Mary of the Seven Dolors, MSC. Circular Letters. Morrisville, Pa.: Penn Valley Printing (no date). [SHCA].

Lalande, Graziella, CSC. "Mother Mary of the Seven Dolors as a Person and as Moreau's Collaborator." Holy Cross History Conference, 1989. Pp. 13. TMs.[SHCA].

The Spirit of Mother Mary of the Seven Dolors. Saint Laurent, Canada: 1927. Translated by a Sister of the Holy Cross, 1930. [SHCA].

Excerpts from letters.
II. BLESSED

BROTHER ANDRE (ALFRED) BESSETTE

Andrews, Lori. Mother Angelica Live. 1991. 1 videocassette (01:00:00) : coul., VHS. In english [CP].
Religious TV program animated by Sister Angelica in which father Bernard Lafrenière, c.s.c. is questioned on brother André.


Binette, Marie-Blanche, CSC. *Tout en rêvant de la béatification du frère André, c.s.c*. Pp. 24. [CP].


Drouin, Joseph. **Le frère André: sa généalogie, ses plus frappants miracles.** Montréal, 1937. [CP].


**Émission nostalgie.** 1992. 1 cassette (00:14:00); 4,75 cm/s. In french. [CP].

*Animated by Jean-François Doré, this episode of *Émission nostalgie* is devoted to the story of brother André.*

**Entrevue du père Bernard Lafrenière.** 1 cassette (00:17:00); 4,75 cm/s. In french. [CP].

*Dave Taylor, from a radio station in Calgary, interviews father Lafrenière, CSC about his research on brother André.*


**Frère André.** 1987. 1 cassette (00:15:00); 4,75 cm/s. In french. [CP].

*Life of brother André played by Marc Legault, comedien, on the air of CITÉ-FM radio station, for the premiere of *Le frère André* movie.*
"Le frère André, 1845-1937". Pp. 43. [CP].

"Le frère André: la vie d'un saint". Vol. 1, no 4. Pp. 50. [CP].


Index based on the Éphémérides (see Plamondon, Marcel, CSC).


Illustrated booklet.


Illustrated story of Bro. Andre and the shrine on Mount Royal.


Seven conferences to the Brothers of Holy Cross in Austin, Texas.


Nine homilies for the Thanksgiving novena at the St. Joseph’s Oratory, from August 1st to 9th, 1991.

Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. *Le frère André d’après les témoins*. Pp. 68. [CP]
Seven conferences to the Holy Cross members.

Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. *Le frère André et l’Oratoire Saint-Joseph*. 1973-1998. 252 photos, 1 cassette (00:35:00) ; 4,75 cm/s and narration text. In french. [CP].
The story of Brother André is described in a diaporama created by Bernard Lafrenière, CSC.


Description of a 40-minute tape-and-slide program made from some archive pictures of St. Joseph’s Oratory in Montreal.

Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. [*Textes sur le frère André, CSC*]. 1977-1997. 2 cm. [CP].


Illustrated booklet.


The Path to Sainthood, Beatification of Blessed Brother Andre Bessette,CSC 60 min. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Videocassette.


Dedicated.


SISTER MARIE LEONIE PARADIS


Genealogy of mother Léonie Paradis.


III. BIOGRAPHIES

BROTHERS

GENERAL WORKS


INDIVIDUAL BROTHERS:

ANDERSEN, CHARLES


ANSELM, BROTHER

Klawitter, George, CSC. “Readiness to Answer: Brother Anselm in Indiana.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1995. TMs. [SHCA].

BORES, EDWARD (ELWIN)


BOUCHARD, VIANNEY (FERDINAND)

Tremblay, Yves, CSC. *Frère Vianney Bouchard, c.s.c., 1898-1967.* Province canadienne des Frères de Sainte-Croix. Pp. 34. [CP].

BOWLES, DUNSTAN

Muller, Gerald, CSC. “A Portrait of Brother Dunstan Bowles.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2001. TMs. [SHCA].

BREZIK, HILARION


Muller, Gerald, CSC. “The Roar of the Lion! The Smell of the Paint! A Biography of Brother Hilarion Brezik, CSC.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2003. TMs. [SHCA].

CASSANO, EUGENIO


CORMIER, JOSEPH (WILFRID)

CURRAN, COLUMBA

Daly, Marco

DANIS, GODEFROY (HENRI)

Houle, Robert (Albéric), CSC. Le géant de nos missions (vie du F. Godefroy Danis, c.s.c.). Montréal: Service des missions. Pp. 126. [CP].


DAY, GONZAGA

DeCUIR, DAVID

DENCH, BENEDICT

DESMARAIS, NIVARD (CAMILLE)

DURAN, REINALD (THEODORE E.)
ELLIS, GEORGE


EPPLEY, JACOB


EPPLEY, TITUS (WALTER)


ESPOSITO, SALVATOR


FRANKE, OCTAVIUS (RUSH)


GATES, GORDIAN


GERVAIS, BERNARD


GIRAudeau, ALDÉRIC (MICHEL)

Michel, frère, CSC. Notice biographique sur le T. Hon. Frère Aldéric, c.s.c. Pp. 164. [CP].

GORMAN, JAMES

HOSINSKI, PETER


IWASKO, FISHER (VICTOR)


KARSKY, MARCIAN (STANISLAUS)

Sniatecki, Edward, CSC. "Brother Marciar, C.S.C., 1903-1942." Pp. 5. TMs. [EB].

LAPLANTE, FLAVIAN (AIMÉ)


Bernard, Henry, CSC. Champion of the Pariahs: Brother Flavian LaPlante. Pp. 171. [CP; CF; ].


LECLERC, DOMINIQUE (GEORGE-AIMÉ)


LEDEUC, GERVAIS (ELPHÈGE)


Brother Leduc’s biographical notes.

LUX, HILARY

MANG, WILLIAM


MARTIN, ALBERT


MARTIN, DAVID


MELOCHE, NARCISSE (EUCLIDE)


MONSIMER, GATIAN (URBAIN)

Klawitter, George, CSC. After Holy Cross, Only Notre Dame: The Life of Brother Gatian (Urbain Monsimer). Lincoln, Nebraska: iUniverse Press, 2003. Pp. 226. Author’s comment: “Gatian was one of the first six Brothers to come to America in 1841. He was 15 at the time of his emigration. He gave Sorin major headaches.”


MOTTAIS, ANDRE

Klawitter, George, CSC. Brother Andre Mottais, Pioneer of Holy Cross: 'Remove my name every time it appears.' Austin: St. Edwards University, 2001. Pp. 118. [IP]. The author describes this work as “a casebook of materials on Brother Andre Mottais, the first brother to persevere under Dujarie, the first novice master in Holy Cross. Father Vanier called him ‘the second founder of Holy Cross.’ It contains all of Andre's letters and everything written about him that I could find, including the relevant chapter from Brother Thomas Maddix's PhD dissertation and the refutation by the General Counselor Brother Gerard Dionne.”

Santo, Joseph, CSC. "Brother Andre Mottais: Pioneer in the Congregation of Holy Cross and in the Brothers of St. Joseph." Pp. 4. TMs. [EB]

PARADIS, JÉRÔME (AIMÉ)


PIEAU, VINCENT


O'DWYER, EPHREM


Sniatecki, Edward, CSC. "Biographical Sketch of Bro. Ephrem O'Dwyer, CSC." Edited and expanded by Laurian LaForest, CSC. Pp. 18. TMs. [EB].

O'NEILL, COLUMBA


O'REILLY, AIDAN


Ryan, Ernest. As a Star For All Eternity; a Story of Brother Aidan O'Reilly, C.S.C. Notre Dame, IN; Dujarie Press, n.d. Pp. 39. [IP; MP; EB].

O'ROURKE, HENRY

Sopher, Patrick, CSC. "This is the Day the Lord Has Made, Let Us Be Glad and Rejoice in It" Reflections on Brother Henry O'Rourke, 1894-1986. Austin, TX: Congregation of Holy Cross, South-West Province, 1993. Pp. 12.

POSZKA, CORNELIUS (ANTHONY)

PROSKOVEC, DONARD
Sniatecki, Edward, CSC. "Brother Donard Proskovec, CSC." Pp. 4. TMs. [EB].

REGAN, IVO

RIVARD, ADRIEN (JOSEPH)

RYAN, ERNEST


SCHOTT, DANIEL

SIMON, FLORENCE

SMITH, ALEXANDER (CHARLES)


SNYDERBURN, PHILIP (FRANK)
Life of Brother Philip Snyderburn.


SOUTIF, JEAN-BAPTISTE (AMBROISE)


TAILLON, LÉOPOLD (ANATOLE)


TITZER, JOHN BAPTIST (EDWARD H.)

Brezik, Hilarion, CSC. Brother John Baptist Titzer: A Tribute. [SE; CF].

The founding Provincial of the South-West Province.

VASSALO, GODFREY


WRAY, HUGH

Hagemann, Gerard, CSC. I Will Proclaim Your Name to All; Reflections on Brother Hugh Wray, C.S.C. Austin, TX: Congregation of Holy Cross, South-West Province, 1992. Pp. 12.
PRIESTS

BARROSSE, THOMAS


BOLAND, JOHN T.


BURNS, JAMES


CAVANAUGH, JOHN W.


COINTET, FRANCIS L.


COONEY, PETER PAUL


CORBEIL, LIONEL


CORBY, WILLIAM

**CORMIER, CLÉMENT**


**COUSINEAU, ALBERT-F.**


**CZYZEWSKI, VALENTINE**


**DONAHUE, JAMES W.**


**DUFAL, PIERRE**


An account of the life and activities of Bishop Dufal as a missionary in Bengal, as Superior General, in retirement in Texas, and as Procurator.

Describes his brief administration and what led to his resignation as superior general.

FINNIGAN, GEORGE J.


FITZGERALD, GERALD


FOIK, PAUL J.


FRANCAIS, GILBERT


FRENCH, JAMES


GROU, CLAUDE


HESBURGH, THEODORE M.


HUDSON, DANIEL


JANKOWSKI, SIGMUND


LALANDE, GERMAIN-MARIE


LANGLAIS, JACQUES


LEFEBVRE, CAMILLE


An abridged account of Canon Catta's biography by four Acadian priests, detailing facts of Lefebvre's life, accomplishments at St. Joseph's University, as co-founder of the Little Sisters of the Holy Family and as the Apostle of the Acadians.


LEGALT, ÉMILE


MATHIS, MICHAEL


A study of Fr. Mathis' work as the founder of Holy Cross Foreign Mission Seminary, as co-founder of the Catholic Medical Mission Society, and as pioneer in the liturgical revival at Notre Dame.

McAVOY, THOMAS T.


Four historians of American Catholicism: J.G. Shea, Peter Guilday, J.T. Ellis and McAvoy.

Study of McAvoy's work.

McCAULEY, VINCENT

MORRISSEY, ANDREW


O'HARA, JOHN CARDINAL


O'TOOLE, CHRISTOPHER


O'Toole, Christopher, CSC. "Reflections on 63 Years in Holy Cross." Holy Cross History Conference, 1983. Pp. 25. TMs. [CP; SHCA].

PEYTON, PATRICK


  Story of Father Patrick Peyton, 20th century crusader for Mary, the mother of God, and the rosary. Book structure parallels the 5-decade rosary.


  An account of the lives of outstanding contemporary Catholics including Father Patrick Peyton.


  An autobiography of the founder of the Family Rosary Crusade.
PUTZ, LOUIS J.


RÉZÉ, JOSEPH-PIERRE


RICK, JOSEPH


SORIN, EDWARD


A sermon preached on the occasion of Sorin's jubilee.

A sermon preached on the unveiling of the Sorin Monument, May 3, 1906, at Notre Dame.


A traveler's encounter with Sorin at Notre Dame, written in 1864.


Sorin, Edward, CSC. Lettres circulaires du révérend père Édouard Sorin, 1868-1888. 1 vol. [CP].


ZAHM, JOHN A.


GENERAL WORKS


Heffernan, Sister M. Rita, C.S.C. A Story of Fifty Years, 1855-1905. Notre Dame: Ave Maria Press, 1905. [SHCA; ND; EB; SM; IP].
Although her name does not appear on the title page, this book has been attributed to Sister M. Rita Heffernan, C.S.C.


INDIVIDUAL SISTERS:

ANDERSON, M. AUGUSTA (AMANDA) CSC


For children.

CALVARY, MARY

CLARE, M. FRANCIS


EUPHROSINE, M.


FANNON, M. VINCENTIA (ELEANOR ELIZABETH), CSC


GILLESPIE, M. OF ST. ANGELA (ELIZA), CSC


Sisters of the Holy Cross. Mother Mary of St. Angela: A Memorial. Notre Dame: St. Mary's Academy, 1887. [SHCA; ND; M].

HAGGERTY, MARY XAVIER, MSC


HAVICAN, M. ROSE ELIZABETH (ELIZABETH ROSE), CSC


LIZOTTE, MARIE-MAXIMILIENNE (LUMENA), CSC


MARIE, KATHRYN, CSC


MOES, (MOTHER) ALFRED


NELLIGAN, KATHLEEN ANNE, CSC


NOWLAN, EMERENTIANA (MARY), CSC


OLIVETTE, M. (MOTHER), CSC


O'NEILL, M. PAULINE (BRIDGET), CSC


PEPIN, M. EUPHROSINE (ROSALIE), CSC

REDEMPTION, MARY (of the)

Costin, M. Georgia, CSC. “‘That Dear Friend’: Sister Mary of the Redemption, and Her Two Best Friends, Mother Leonie and Father Sorin.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1994. TMs. [SHCA].

SAINT BASIL, MARY (MOTHER)

Lalande, Graziella, CSC. “Mother Mary of Saint Basil — First Canadian Superior General and the Re-weaving of the Bonds with the Other Branches of Holy Cross.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1994. TMs. [SHCA].

Milotte, Adrienne, CSC. “Holy Cross in New England and Mother Mary of Saint Basile, MSC-CSC.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2002. TMs. [SHCA].

WOLFF, MADELEVA (MARY EVA), CSC


Wolff, Madeleva, CSC. My First Seventy Years. New York: Macmillan, 1959. [SHCA; MS; ND; EB; SM].
OTHERS


IV. GENERAL HISTORIES

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION


Annals of the Congregation of the Marianite Sisters of Holy Cross, 1841-1941. [SHCA].
No date or place of publication; imprimatur given by Bishop of Le Mans, 1947.


Boehm, C.L., C.S.C. Preach to the Poor. Saint Mary's, Notre Dame: no other data. TM. [SHCA].


"Extraits des chroniques de la Congrégation de Sainte-Croix". Autographie de la Congrégation, l'ère année, nos 2-9, 1862. Pp. 144. [CP].

Text in French and English.


Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. *Note historique*. [CP].


**FORMATION**


Clancy, Raymond, CSC. The Congregation of Holy Cross in Eastern Bengal (1852-1876); Part I. Pp. 39. [CP].


C.S.C., Bengale. Pp. 29. [CP].

Photo album.


Printed booklet with four articles about beginning of the two vice provinces.


Goedert, Edmund N., CSC. Dacca Mission History. [IP; EP].

Gomes, Pushpa Teresa, CSC. “The Holy Cross Sisters Found a Religious Community in Bangladesh.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2006. TMs. [SHCA].


A collection originally published in The Bengalese, the official magazine for the Holy Cross Foreign Mission Society.


LeFeuvre, Eugene, CSC. "Biographical Notes about Life in Bengal, India." Edited by Fulgence Dougherty, CSC. 1930. Pp. 46. TMs. [EB].


Marr, George J., CSC. Off the Beaten Path: Seeing the Dacca Diocese of Bengal. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1938. Pp. 44. [ND; IP; SHCA].

Mathis, Michael, CSC. With the Holy Cross in Bengal. Washington, D.C., 1924. Pp. 44. [CP; SHCA; ND; M; IP; UP].


Noakali. Pp. 69. [CP].


Written by seminarians.


BHUTAN


BRAZIL


CANADA


Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. Holy Cross in Canada = Nos racines dans la Famille de Sainte-Croix . 128 photos : col. ; 5x5 cm/s, 1 CD (00:40:00) ; 4,75 cm/s and narration text. [CP]. Diaporama.

Lafrenière, Bernard, CSC. Les Soeurs de Sainte-Croix au Canada. 35 photos. [CP]. Photo album annotated by Bernard Lafrenière, CSC.

LaLande, Grazzella, CSC. “Relationships Between the Fathers, Brothers, and Sisters of Holy Cross at the Beginning of the Canadian Foundation.” (in French and English) Holy Cross History Conference, 1997. TMs. [SHCA].


MacGillivray, Hugh J., CSC. “Holy Cross in English Canada (A Brief Overview).” Holy Cross History Conference, 1994. TMs. [SHCA].


CHILE


EAST AFRICA


WEST AFRICA

Klawitter, George, CSC. “Holy Cross in Algeria in the 1840s.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2006. TMs. [SHCA].

FRANCE


Text only of tape and slide presentation.

Marianites in German concentration camps during WWII.

HAITI


ITALY


Holy Cross in Rome and Italy: A Short Historical Guide. Roma: Curia Generalizia di Santa Croce, 1964. [M ; EP ; UP ; MS ; EB ; SE ; SM].

MEXICO

**PERU**


**POLAND**


**UNITED STATES**

**GENERAL WORKS**


Survey of the contents of Sorin's Chronicles of Notre Dame du Lac.

The attempt to create an Eastern Province in 1938.

Connelly, James T. “Holy Cross Communities in the Civil War.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1993. TMs. [SHCA].


Printed copy.


O'Dwyer, Ephrem, CSC. "The Congregation of Holy Cross Comes to America." Associate of St. Joseph. 12 (1942): 3. [EB; ND].

Narration text.
A year by year account of the development of the university and other Holy Cross foundations in the United States, 1841-1866.

BROTHERS


Fontaine, Robert, CSC. “Faith in Action: The First Forty Years of Service of the Brothers of the Congregation of Holy Cross, Eastern Province, to Pius XII Youth and Family Services.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2002. TMs. [SHCA].

A history of the Brothers (and Priests) in the United States.

A Glorious Heritage. Four 2 hour VHS Videocassettes of unedited footage of personnel and places which were used to produce the above video. A second set of unedited footage with time codes is also available. [MP].

La Forest, Laurian, CSC. "Brothers of Holy Cross -- Their Attire Over the Years." Pp. 24. TMs. [EB].

La Forest, Laurian, CSC. "Names in Religion for the Brothers' Society in Holy Cross." 1990. Pp. 4. TMs. [EB].


Morin, Garnier, CSC. *Holy Cross Brothers From France to Notre Dame*. Notre Dame, IN: Dujarie Press, 1952. Pp. 205. [SHCA; ND; M; MP; EB; SE; IP].
Account of how the Brothers finally settled at Notre Dame, 1840-1842.

O'Dwyer, Ephrem, CSC. "The Brothers of Holy Cross in the United States." 2 vols. ca. 1941. TMs. [EB; CF].


O'Dwyer, Ephrem, CSC. *The Training of a Brother*. Notre Dame, IN: Ave Maria Press, 1924. [CP; ND; MP; EB].

A compilation of information about the Brothers taken from various sources.

Outlines difficulties of this period when status of Brothers not clearly understood.


Trahey, James J., CSC. *The Brothers of Holy Cross*. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1907. Pp. 156. [CF; ND; M; IP; MP; UP; MS; KC; EB; SM].


PRIESTS

Cavanaugh, John W., CSC. *The Priests of Holy Cross*. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1904. Pp. 203. [CP; SHCA; ND; M; IP; EP; UP; EB; SM].


SISTERS


PROVINCES

EASTERN PROVINCE OF BROTHERS


EASTERN PROVINCE OF PRIESTS


ENGLISH CANADIAN PROVINCE


INDIANA PROVINCE


MARIANITES OF HOLY CROSS / MARIANITES DE SAINTE-CROIX


Coulon, Sister Vivian M., M.S.C. Just a Seed... New Orleans: Marianites of Holy Cross, 1977. [SHCA].


MIDWEST PROVINCE


PROVINCE CANADIENNE DES FRÈRES


SISTERS OF HOLY CROSS / SOEURS DE SAINTE-CROIX


SISTERS OF THE HOLY CROSS


Jolly, Ellen Ryan. *Nuns of the Battlefield.* Providence, RI: Providence Visitor Press, 1927. [SHCA; ND; M; SM].


  Book Two: The Eastern Province. 289 p.


SOUTHERN PROVINCE OF PRIESTS


SOUTH-WEST PROVINCE OF BROTHERS


Andersen, Charles, CSC. "Vignettes of South-West Province Foundations Within the United States." Austin, TX: Congregation of Holy Cross, South-West Province, 1981. Pp. 3. TMs. [SW]. Does not include Boys' Ranch, Bedford, TX, or Archbishop Curley High School, Miami, FL.


V. PARTICULAR HISTORIES

UNITED STATES

GENERAL/MISC


Costin, Sister M. Georgia, C.S.C. et al. Sesquicentennial articles, clippings. Consists of 24 articles on the early history of the Sisters at Bertrand; 9 articles on Sisters' work within the diocese of Fort Wayne; 19 other articles from newspapers, Catholic and otherwise, from New Jersey to California. [SHCA].


ALASKA


CALIFORNIA


Essays cover the 1850 expedition to find gold in California, the 1881-1882 apostolate with the Pomo Indians in California and the apostolate in the Black Hills of the Dakota Territory from 1878-1897. Illustrated.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA


Cahill, Dorothy Anne, CSC. “The ‘Frat House’ at Catholic University.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2002. TMs. [SHCA].

ILLINOIS


INDIANA


Letters written by Brothers during the first decade of their work in U.S. Arranged chronologically to indicate development of the community.


IOWA


LOUISIANA


Hebert, Madeleine Sophie, MSC. “The Marianites in Louisiana, One Hundred Fifty Years in Twenty-Five Minutes.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1999. TMs. [SHCA].


MARYLAND


MICHIGAN


MISSOURI


NEW MEXICO


NEW YORK


Brief history of St. Joseph Juniorate, Valatie, NY.

The Marianites in New York.


Sniatecki, Edward, CSC. "Holy Cross in the New York City Area Over the 150 Years: Outline from 1848 to 1990." P. 1. TMs. [EB].
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PENNSYLVANIA


SOUTH DAKOTA


TEXAS


Holy Cross: One Hundred Years in Texas, 1874-1974. Austin, TX, 1974. [CP; M; EP; EB; IP].

UTAH


VIRGINIA

WORKS OF EDUCATION

ASIA


Jubilé d'or de l'école Saint-Alfred. Document in bengali. [CP].

Kraeger, Gerald F., CSC. "Education in Bangladesh: Constraints and Challenges." Pp. 8. TMs. [EB].


Sawyer, Thomas, CSC. “Beginnings: Holy Cross High School, Bandura, Bangladesh.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1996. TMs. [SHCA].


BRAZIL


CANADA

SCHOOLS

QUÉBEC

25e anniversaire de fondation de l'École normale du Christ-Roi: Programme-Souvenir. Mont-Laurier, Québec, 7 octobre 1951. Pp. 64. [CP].


History of the Pensionnat Saint-Michel (convent of the Sisters of Holy Cross) in Saint-Martin, Laval, Quebec.

**COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES**

**UNIVERSITÉ DE MONCTON, MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK**

*Chroniques, 1864-1924*. Manuscript. [CP].
History of the Université Saint-Joseph in Memramcook, New Brunswick.


History of the Université Saint-Joseph in Memramcook, New-Brunswick.

**COLLÈGE BASILE-MOREAU, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC**


**COLLÈGE DE SAINT-JÉRÔME, SAINT-JÉRÔME, QUÉBEC**

History of the Collège de Saint-Jérôme.

**COLLÈGE DE SAINT-LAURENT, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC**


**COLLÈGE DE SAINTE-GENEVIÈVE, SAINTE-GENEVIÈVE, QUÉBEC**

*Chroniques, 1881-1890*. 1 booklet. Manuscript. [CP].
History of the Collège de Sainte-Geneviève.
COLLÈGE NOTRE-DAME, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC


COLLÈGE SAINT-ANDRÉ, SAINT-CÉSAIRE, QUÉBEC

Album souvenir du centenaire, 1822-1922. 1922. Pp. 119. [CP].


Chroniques, 1903-1909. 2 booklets. Manuscript. [CP].

History of the Collège Saint-André.
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Chroniques, 1860-1927. Manuscript. [CP].
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Historical notes about the Collège Saint-Joseph.

COLLÈGE SAINTE-CROIX, MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC


History of the Collège Sainte-Croix in Montreal, from 1939 to 1967.


Chronicls of the Collège Sainte-Croix in Montréal, from 1952 to 1959.


History of the Collège Sainte-Croix, until it was sold to the government.
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History of St. Mary's Church of the Assumption, South Bend, Indiana, 1883-1958. [IP].

History of St. Patrick's Church, South Bend, Indiana, 1858-1958. [IP].
History of St. Stanislaus Church, South Bend, Indiana. 1900-1930 and 1900-1925. [IP].


McAvoy, Thomas T., CSC. The History of the Catholic Church in the South Bend Area. South Bend, IN: Aquinas Library and Bookshop, 1953. [ND; M].


LOUISIANA

Priggel, Shawn, CSC. “History of Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1999. TMs. [SHCA].


NEW YORK


OREGON


TEXAS
Barkley, Mary Starr. *St. Mary's Church, 1874-1974*. Austin, TX, 1974. [M].


**VERMONT**


**WISCONSIN**

*A Century at St. Joseph's, 1864-1964*. [IP]
   Centennial booklet for St. Joseph's Parish, Richwood, Wisconsin.

*Diamond Jubilee St. Joseph's Church Richwood, Wisconsin*. 1924. [IP].
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HEALTH CARE SERVICES
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Embry, Jessie, LDS. “(Mormon) Students at Holy Cross Hospital: Across Religious Boundaries in Utah in the 1930s.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2006. TMs. [SHCA].
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SOUTH-WEST PROVINCE OF BROTHERS

Balditt, Juan M. Holy Cross Center (San Antonio), a History. Austin, TX: Congregation of Holy Cross, South-West Province, 1969/1981, Pp. 53. History of Holy Cross Health Center from planning to reality. Finances, construction, goals, objectives, responsibility and need of facility. Detailed list of items needed.
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FAMILY ROSARY
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FIDES


ISRAEL
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Personal recollections of the founding of the Mission Band.
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MILITARY CHAPLAINS
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CUSTOMS AND DEVOTIONS


Early history of Holy Cross re this devotion.

La Forest, Laurian, CSC. "Particular Examen: What It Meant in Holy Cross." Pp. 3. TMs. [EB].

La Forest, Laurian, CSC. "When Did We Begin to Use the Letters CSC?" Pp. 4. TMs. [EB].
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**MISCELLANEOUS**


Brothers of Holy Cross. Bound copies of a newsletter from September 1948 to May 1952, and from October 1952 to July 1964. [SHCA].


“Common Prayers, for Celebrating the Family of Holy Cross.” Summer 1994 (paperback - 83 pages) [SHCA].


3 geographies, 1 speller, 13 readers.

Hein, Ronald, CSC. “Street Urchins in Brazil.” Holy Cross History Conference, 2006. TMs. [SHCA].

Hogan, William F., CSC. "Relationships between Holy Cross Sisters and Holy Cross Priests and Brothers." Pp. 4. TMs. [EB].
Conclusion of survey among the Sisters about this question.
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Lambour, Barry, CSC. The Impact of Technology on Holy Cross Spirituality.” Holy Cross History Conference, 1993. TMs. [SHCA].
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VI. APPENDIX OF INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHY NAMES

INDIVIDUAL BROTHERS:

ANDERSEN, CHARLES
ANSELM, BROTHER
BORES, EDWARD (ELWIN)
BOUCHARD, VIANNEY (FERDINAND)
BOWLES, DUNSTAN
BREZIK, HILARION
CASSANO, EUGENIO
CORMIER, JOSEPH (WILFRID)
CURRAN, COLUMBA
Daly, Marco
DANIS, GODEFROY (HENRI)
DAY, GONZAGA
DeCUIR, DAVID
DENCH, BENEDICT
DESMARAIS, NIVARD (CAMILLE)
DURAN, REINALD (THEODORE E.)
ELLIS, GEORGE
EPPELEY, JACOB
EPPELEY, TITUS (WALTER)
ESPOSITO, SALVATOR
FRANKE, OCTAVIUS (RUSH)
GATES, GORDIAN
GERVAIS, BERNARD
GIRAudeau, ALDÉRIC (MICHEL)
GORMAN, JAMES
HOSINski, PETER
IWASKO, FISHER (VICTOR)
KARSKY, MARCian (STANISLAUS)
LAPLANTE, FLAVIAN (AIMÉ)
LECLERC, DOMINIQUE (GEORGE-AIMÉ)
LEDUC, GERVAIS (ELPHÈGE)
LUX, HILARY
MANG, WILLIAM
MARTIN, ALBERT
MARTIN, DAVID
MELOCHE, NARCISSE (EUCLIDE)
MONSIMER, GATIAN (URBAIN)
MOTTAIS, ANDRE
PARADIS, JÉRÔME (AIMÉ)
Piau, vincent
INDIVIDUAL PRIESTS:

BARROSSE, THOMAS
BOLAND, JOHN T.
BURNS, JAMES
CAVANAUGH, JOHN W.
COINTET, FRANCIS L.
COONEY, PETER PAUL
CORBEIL, LIONEL
CORBY, WILLIAM
CORMIER, CLÉMENT
COUSINEAU, ALBERT-F.
CZYZEWSKI, VALENTINE
DONAHUE, JAMES W.
DUFAL, PIERRE
FINNIGAN, GEORGE J.
FITZGERALD, GERALD
FOIK, PAUL J.
FRANCAIS, GILBERT
FRENCH, JAMES
GROU, CLAUDE
HESBURGH, THEODORE M.
HUDSON, DANIEL
JANKOWSKI, SIGMUND
LALANDE, GERMAIN-MARIE
LANGLAIS, JACQUES
LEFEBVRE, CAMILLE
MATHIS, MICHAEL
McAVOY, THOMAS T.
McCAULEY, VINCENT
MORRISSEY, ANDREW
O’HARA, JOHN CARDINAL
O’TOOLE, CHRISTOPHER
PEYTON, PATRICK
PUTZ, LOUIS J.
RÉZÉ, JOSEPH-PIERRE
RICK, JOSEPH
SORIN, EDWARD
ZAHM, JOHN A.

INDIVIDUAL SISTERS:

ANDERSON, M. AUGUSTA (AMANDA) CSC
CALVARY, MARY
CLARE, M. FRANCIS
EUPHROSINE, M.
FANNON, M. VINCENTIA (ELEANOR ELIZABETH), CSC
GILLESPIE, M. OF ST. ANGELA (ELIZA), CSC
HAGGERTY, MARY XAVIER, MSC
HAVICAN, M. ROSE ELIZABETH (ELIZABETH ROSE), CSC
LIZOTTE, MARIE-MAXIMILIENNE (LUMENA), CSC
MARIE, KATHRYN, CSC
MOES, (MOTHER) ALFRED
NELLIGAN, KATHLEEN ANNE, CSC
NOWLAN, EMERENTIANA (MARY), CSC
OLIVETTE, M. (MOTHER), CSC
O’NEILL, M. PAULINE (BRIDGET), CSC
PEPIN, M. EUPHROSINE (ROSALIE), CSC
REDEMPTION, MARY (of the)
SAINT BASIL, MARY (MOTHER)
WOLFF, MADELEVA (MARY EVA), CSC